Specifications

COB RA
Made in England

Our new sturdy all terrain
golf buggy. The Cobra has
been designed to fit into
most modern hatchback cars
without and dismantling.
Endorsed by
Christy O’Connor

The

Classic

ULTIMATE GOLF B UGGY
Q U A L

Thank you for your enquiry
about our single seat golf
buggies.
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Senior Pro
Single 36 Volt 1200 Watt

Direct Drive 30:1 Gearboxes

Speed Control

Continuously Variable Speed System - maximum speed 8 MPH (15km/h)

Direction Control

Forward - Reverse switch conveniently located on the main control panel

Steering

Tiller - Direct

Wheel - Rack & Pinion

Safety Features

Piezo Reverse Warning Horn

Climbing Ability

1:3 Gradient

Brakes
Batteries
Battery Charger

Non-Fading Regenerative - Electromagnetic Parking Brake

Mechanical Drum Brakes

Two sealed lead acid 12V 75AH coupled in series

Three 12 V 75AH in Series

8 amp - 24 Volt with automatic cut-out

Fully Automatic Pulse

Tyres

13” x 6.5” x 6” Tubeless

Turning Radius

260cm (102”)

360cm (142”)

300cm (118”)

86cm (34”)

86cm (34”)

165cm (65”)

Width

91cm (36”)

76cm (30”) (68cm (27”) model available)

84cm (33”)

Length

122cm (48”)

127cm (50”)

168cm (66”)

Height

Weight

96kg

125kg

Carrying Capacity

225kg

The Grasshopper Golf Buggy is at the forefront of single seated machines on the market today. Its visual appearance is pleasing to the eye and is
supported by the excellent quality of its design and build. Both our Junior and Classic models where designed in the UK and are handbuilt
to the highest standard in our Nottinghamshire factory.

This single seat buggy comes
complete with full canopy and
is designed for golf course hire
and golfers with a trailer or
somewhere to leave the buggy
at their club.
It’s design is based on the con
ventional twin seater model but
has a single seat. £4000

O L F E R S

Weatherproof cover for £400
Golf club cover for an extra
£150
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We are a professional, friendly company based in the
heart of England. Being golfers ourselves, we
understand how important your buggy is to you;
therefore, it is our aim to keep you and your buggy
on the course.

Grasshopper Golf Buggies Ltd
86-88 Mason Street
Sutton-In-Ashfield
Nottinghamshire
England
NG17 4HP

Having a wider 36”
wheelbase this buggy
offers increased stability for
the more demanding golf
courses. It is also 4” shorter
in length, which can help
where space is at a premium
in the vehicle.
£2895 in Green
£2995 Other Colours
£3095 Special Edition Black

Junior SE
Twin 24 Volt 300 Watt

Transmission

Senior Pro

AR

We are leaders in the single seat golf buggy industry,
providing a unique after sales service from our highly

we will endeavour to assist you personally as soon as
possible from your initial call.

210mm

R E AT E D

We supply superior quality golf buggies designed and
manufactured in England by ourselves.

Our mobile service engineers travel to your home or
golf club if you require a demonstration, repair or

of our most popular buggies.
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Our commitment to you and
your buggy is the envy of the single seat golf buggy

vehicles are fully equipped to deal with any service
or repair.

,

The Classic golf buggy design

E

We pride ourselves on the
products and services we
provide to our new and
existing customers.

THE BEST CHOICE FOR YOUR HEALTH
GOLF AND YOUR COURSE

Made in England

Made in both a 27” and 30”
wheelbase which allows the
buggy to fit through most
doorways and gates
£2695
in Green £2795
Other Colours £2895
Special Edition Black

Classic SE

Power

FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION

DEMONSTRATION
PLEASE

CONTACT
BELOW

OR TO ARRANGE

A FREE

AT YOUR HOME OR GOLF CLUB
OUR SALES

TEAM ON THE NUMBER

OR VIA OUR WEBSITE

.

NOTE: We are now able to supply lightweight
folding aluminium ramps

of two new models the ‘Classic SE’ and the ‘Junior SE’. The SE Range incorporated many body styling changes, including the introduction of our
stylish ‘Cobra Snake Head Tiller’ this design of tiller uniquely positions all the controls and indicator lights conveniently in front of the driver,

handlebar gives a more natural and comfortable seating position, this in turn (excuse the pun) improves the response of the
steering, the slightly longer handlebars reducing the effort required to turn the wheels.
With the use of a set of ramps and the removal of the buggy
seat, our Junior and Classic buggies can be driven into the back
of many family sized hatchbacks and estates. In the case
of the Senior Pro, GrasshopperLeisure Karts produce
a purpose built trailer for towing if required.

sRed, Blue, White & Green are standard
Black £100 extra special edition
family hatchbacks with no tools for dismantling, in less than a minute”

If your vehicle is not a hatchback or
estate, the design allows the buggy to be
taken apart very easily and the component

Visit www.grass-hopper.co.uk - and view a short video demonstrating how

Grasshopper
Flyers
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